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Cavity quantum electrodynamics (QED) studies the interaction of photons in resonant cavities with 

either natural or “artificial” atoms, such as quantum dots and superconducting qubits, having a 

nonlinear and discrete energy level spectrum.
1
 A major goal is to maximize the coupling strength g1 

of the atom to the cavity, making it larger than the decoherence rates of both the cavity and the atom 

(strong coupling regime). Attaining this regime for individual spin qubits would open the possibility 

of developing an all-magnetic quantum processor.
2
 This goal remains, however, very challenging 

because the interaction of each spin with the photon’s magnetic field is much weaker than the 

typical decoherence rates of the resonator and of most magnetic qubits. Strong coupling has been 

observed only in the case of macroscopic spin ensembles, containing N > 10
12

 spins, for which the 

effective collective coupling gN is enhanced by a factor N
1/2

 with respect to that of a single spin.
3,4

 

The microwave magnetic field of a coplanar superconducting resonator can be enhanced locally via 

the fabrication of nanoscopic constrictions at its central line.
5
 In this communication, we report the 

results of experiments performed on small spin ensembles directly deposited onto such nanobridges. 

The samples consist of DPPH free radicals, each having a spin s = 1/2 with a fully isotropic 

gyromagnetic factor g = 2 and a negligibly small inhomogeneous broadening.
6
 Molecular 

ensembles were deposited using either a micropipette or, for the smallest ones, the tip of an atomic 

force microscope (AFM).
7
 The number of spins N lying inside the area of the constriction was 

accurately determined from Scanning Electron Microscopy and AFM experiments. The maximum 

transmission, near the ground resonator’s mode at /2 = 1.5 GHz, and the effective Q factor 

decrease sharply when the field brings the spins into resonance with the circuit. From these 

experiments, the collective coupling constant has been determined for samples with N varying 

between 10
8
 and 10

16
 spins. The results show that gN  N

1/2
 and that the average single-spin 

coupling g1 = gN/N
1/2

 is enhanced by more than two orders of magnitude (from 0.5 Hz up to 200 

Hz) near the constrictions. Furthermore, the dependence of g1 on the width of the central line agrees 

quantitatively with theoretical predictions.
8
 

These results show that the coupling of spin qubits to quantum superconducting circuits can be 

enhanced via a combination of top-down and bottom up nanolithography techniques. The strong 

coupling regime might, therefore, be attained for especially designed molecular spin qubits that can 

show T2
-1

 values as small as 1 kHz.
9
 Furthermore, reaching this limit for individual spins, a pre-

requisite for the development of a magnetic quantum processor, will then also be feasible provided 

that nanofabrication techniques are pushed down to w < 10 nm. 
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